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Release history
Version Author Comments

1.0 Gijsbert Wiesenekker Initial release

Description
This zip file provides a simple GUI for custom probes: if you double click on the probe in 
Infrastructure Manager it will launch Notepad with a copy of the configuration file. It will keep 
previous versions of the configuration file in the probe directory and a history of changes in a 
<history> section of the configuration file.
Note that the GUI assumes that the hub listens on port 48002. nimNamedRequests calls to the 
controller do not seem to work from a probe GUI so I use nimRequest as a workaround, but 
that requires the ip-address and port number of the controller. You can get those from the 
nimGetIpToName call but that also does not seem to work from a probe GUI, so I use the 
nametoip callback of the hub, but that requires the ip-address and port number of the hub. 
The ip-address of the hub is passed as the -c argument to the probe GUI, but not the port. I 
have not been able to figure out yet how to query the port that the hub listens on from a probe
GUI. 

Installation
The zip file is NOT a probe package. Just unzip it to a directory of your choice.

Usage
Copy conf_gui.exe to conf_<name-of-your-custom-probe>.exe. Create a GUI section in the 
probe package with GUI as Ostype and add the conf_<name-of-your-custom-probe>.exe to the 
files section and specify util as the Path. The following screenshot gives an example for my 
forecast probe:
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If you now double-click on the probe in IM it will launch the conf_<name-of-your-custom-
probe>.exe executable. It will print the location of the log-file and launch Notepad with a copy of 
the configuration file:
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When you save the configuration file you are given the opportunity to document the change:

The decription will be added to the <history> section of the configuration file preceded by the user-
name who made the change and the time at which the change occurred:
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Previous versions of the configuration files are stored in the probe directory:

Finally the log-file contains troubleshooting information.
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